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1. Introduction.

Let k be a fieldwith arbitarary characteristicsand A a finite dimentional k-

algebra. Then A is said to be a separable algebra if for any extension fieldE of

k, A<S)kE is a semisimple Z?-algebra. Let ay, ■･･,an be a &-basis of A and 7U, *

= T a trace form of A over k, that is, for x&A, if #^=2 a^tfy(atj-Gk)then T"(a;)

It is well known that if A is a finiteextension field of k, then i is a sepa-

rable extension of k iff A is a separable algebra and iff T is nondegenerate (the

bilinear form AxA-^k is defined by (x, y)＼―>T{xy) as usual). But in case

where an algebra A is not necessarily a field,the situationis more complicated.

Before stating Higman's result,let us fix the algebra A with several assump-

tions. Throughout this paper unless otherwise specified let k be a field with

arbitrary characteristic and A a finitedimensional Frobenius ^-algebra with non-

degenerate associativebilinear from 0: AxA-*k with fixed dual bases {at},{fa}(i.e.

${g,i,bj)=8ij)(i,j ―1, ･･-,≪).

Now Higman's result is as follows.

(i)

(ii)

Theorem 1 (Higman). The following are equivalent.

A is a separable k-algebra.

There existsa nondegenerate associativebilinearfrom (p: Ax A-*k with dual

bases {≪･},{%} such that Ib^xa―l for some x£A.

It should be noted that under the same situation of the theorem Ib'txa'iis

always in the center of ^4 for any xgA but la'ixb'tis not (we shall give a sim

example later). It seems natural to ask that what Sa'ixb―1 does imply,

this Question we obtained the following result.

pie

To

Theorem 2. Let {a^, {fa} be dual bases with respect to ft. Then the following

are eauivalent.
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(i) A is a separable k-algebra.

(ii) 2biCdi = l for some unit ceA.

(iii) Sbicai is a unit for some unit c&A.

(iv) Ibixat is a unit for some xgA.

(v) Saicbi is a unit for some unit cgA.

(iv) Sttixbiis a unit for some x&A.

Each condition in the above theorem is not equivalent to the condition " Saixbi

= 1 for some xzA (or a unit xtA)" (see Example). Conditions (ii) to (iv) are

known, but conditions (v) and (vi) are new, which we want to remark in this

paper.

For the next theorem the equivalence of (i) and (iii)are well known.

Theorem 3. The following are equivalent.

(i) The trace form Taiu is nondegenerate,

(ii) Haibi is a unit.

(iii) There exists an extention field E of k such that ARkE=RiMni(,E) such that

Hi^O in k for each i, where Mni{E) is a full matrix algebra of degree m over

R

2. Proof of Theorems.

To prove Theorem 2 we need several lemmas. The methods of proofs of

next two lemmas are the same as in [1, section71],so the proofs are omitted.

Lemma 1. Let Ua and aV be right and left A-modules with finite dimentions

over k, respectively. Let (p:Ux V^-k be a nondegenerate associativebilinearfrom

and ([>':Ux V-+k any map. Then </>'is a nondegenerate asociative bilinear form

if and only if there exist automorphisms F of UA and G of aV such that the dia-

gram

U x V
F X G

U x V

k

is commutative.

Corollary. Let <p:AxA->k be a nondegenerate associative bilinear form.

Then there exist units ci, c2eA such that {citf*},{h} and {≪*},{bid} are dual bases

with respect to d>.

Lemma 2. Let U, V and <b:UxV->k be as in Lemma 1. Let {ut},{Vi＼and
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{u'ti,Wi) be two pairs of dual bases. Then for any aeA, 2uia(g)Vi=2uia(g)v'iin

UtotV.

Corollary. Let e and f be idempotents in A. Suppose there exists a non-

degenerate associativebilinearform (p:eAx Af->k with dual bases {a}, {di}and {c't),

＼d'i＼.Then for any azA, Saadr―Idadi holds.

Lemma 3. Let B be a finite dimensional simple k-algebra. If B is separable

then there exists a nondegenerate associativebilinearform <p:Bx B-^-k with dual

bases {d＼,＼di＼such that Sdid = l.

Proof. We may assume B=Mn(D) with D a division algebra. For any ex-

tension fieldE of k, Mn(D)RicE^Mn(D(g)kE) is a semisimple 5-algebra by assump-

tion. Hence DRkE is also a semisimple Zs-algebra by Morita theorem. This prove

that D is a separable ^-algebra. Then by Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, there exists

a nondegenerate associative bilinear form fa'.DxD^-k with dual bases {gi},{hi}

such that Ihigi=l. Let us define

<pi:Mn(D)xMn(D)->k via H^)=Tf<Po(aij> fa)

for a = (aij)and $ = (&/)

Then by a routine verification we know that <f>＼is a nondegenerate associative

bilinear form. Let e＼j―{aim) and f% = (Pim) be such that au = gk, ^n―hk, aim=0 for

(/, m)i=(i,j) and /3Jm=0 for (/, m)=t(j, 0- Tnen

01(4/' /'*)= 2 00(ffim,j8mi)

= disdjr<J)o(gk,h)

= 8is8jrdkt-

Thus f^,},{/^} are dual bases. Moreover

2 fh e% = 2 {h* en) {Qk eji) (en=matrix unit)
i.j.k i,j,k

= Z (Zhk9k)eu
i.j k

= Zea
i.j

=nl (/= identity).

Let c=(cij)QMn(D) be nonsingular such that cn=l and eu=0 for i>2. Thus by

Lemma 1, {e^},{f%c} are dual bases of some nondegenerate associative bilinear

form <p:Mn(D)xMn(D)-+k. In this case Zf%ce$j=I holds.
i.j.k

Lemma 4. // A is local but not a division algebra, then latxfazN for all
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xgA, where N is the Jacobson radicalof A.

Proof. Let d＼AA-+AA (^=Homfc (A, k)) be the isomorphism induced from p.

We can obtain a &-basis {^} of A as a continuation of a &-basis of N. Let {≪*}be

the dual basis of {&*} with respct to <fi.Then O^a'i)―^. where ^(bfi―Sij. By

the corollary of Lemma 2, laixbi―Ia'ixb'ifor all xeA We show that if a＼is a

unit then ^eiV. Suppose b'tis a unit. Since d(a'i)=d(l)ai=Tfo'i,d(l)= 7jb'ia't~l.If

O^acA/' then 8(a)=d(X)a=7}b'.ai~la.Hence for all as A, (rj^a'f1a)(a)= r]b'.(ai~1ad)

=0 since a'fxaazN and ^ is a unit (hence a'fxaa is expressed as a linear combi-

nation of b'jSN). Therefore yb,a'-la=Q. This prove 6(a)=0. But 0 is an iso-

morphism, which is a contradiction.

Now we can prove our result.

Proof of Theorem 2.

As we mentioned before, it is known that conditions (i) to (iv) are equivalent

each other. (i)r>(v) is clear since A is a symmetric algebra. (v)==>(vi) is also

clear. So we only need to prove (vi)=>(i). Let l = e,H Yen be a decomposi-

tion of 1 to orthogonal primitive idempotents. Then A = etA@- ･ -@enA=AeiR' ･･

@Aen- Hence there is a permutation a of {1, 2, ･･･, w} such that eiA^AeaU)

Note that etA=ejA iff Aei=Aej. Suppose eA=aCi^A Then Aeaz ci)=eoa)A = eiA

=Aeaa-)- Hence ea^A=eai liyA. By the same argument we obtain eiA=ear ^A

for all integers r. Let 5 be the smallest positive integer such that a＼i)―i. Let

z ―(i0(1)-■-os'l{i))be a cyclic permutation. Then oz'1 fixes or(i) for r=0, 1, ･･･,

s―1. It is clear that or'1 plays the same role as a. So we may assume that

eiA~eaa->A iff a{i)―i. Let fa＼eiAy.Aea&-+k be the nondegenerate associative bi-

linear form induced from eiA=Aeaii-). Let (p:AxA-*k be such that <p(a,b) =

L fa{e%a, beaCi))for a, be A. Then it is easily verified that 0 is a nondegenerate

associative bilinear form. Let {aij＼j},{bjaC^＼j} be dual bases with respect to fc.

Then {atj＼i,j}, {bja^＼i, j) form dual bases with respect to </>. By assumption

Tidixbi is a unit in A. There exists a unit czA such that {#*}, {he} are dual

bases with respect to <b. Now u=Tiaixbic―Yiajkxbkaa^ is a unit. Note that if
i j,k

a(i)―i then T,dijxbjac^=Ui may be a unit in e%Aei and if o(i)^i then T,aijxbja(^

J j
=Ti N since £iA^<?ff(i;)y4implies aijxbja^GeiAeoc^=eiNea^ After renumbering

we may assume u=ux-＼ f-≪≪+n+H hrre. Then ≪H ＼-ut―u―(n+H

i.+7"n) is a unit in A since n+H ＼-rn&N. Thus £=n and this implies etA^Aet

for all i. Then it is well known that e%A had the same top and socle. Let fa:

eiAejxejAa-^k be the restriction of fa. Then fai is a nondegenerate associative
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bilinear form over the algebra ejAej. Now let {a$j＼k},{b%＼k} be dual bases with

respect to <f>ij.Then {a$j＼j,k}, {b%＼j,k) are dual bases with respect to
<pisince

<f>i(dij,bru)=8ji(j)ij(akij,b%)―djidkm- Since T,a%jxb% is a unit in eiAe%, there is an
j,k

index j such that Yi(i＼jxb＼jis a unit in eiAet. Let f=ejfeiy g = e%gej be such that
k

fQ ―Vj, gf―e%- Let us define (fiij:eiAeiXeiAei->k as <pij{a,b) = <fiij(ag,fb).Then it is

easily verified that {≪£//},{gb%} form dual bases with respect to <pij. Then

2 (aijf)(gxf)(gbji) ―Tl a1jxb%, which is a unit in etAet. Hence by Lemma 4, etAet
k k

is a division algebra. Since the top and the socle of eiA concide, eiA has to be

simple. This proves that A is semisimple. For any extension field E of k,

A<S)kE satisfies the condition (vi). This proves that A is a separable algebra.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Next let us give a proof of Theorem 3.

Since the equivalence between (i) and (iii)is well known, we only show the

equivalence of (i) and (ii). If T is nondegenerate then A is a separable algebra.

Hence in particular A is a direct sum of simple algebras. Thus the proof is

rnmnipfp hv the*npvi-Iprmms

Lemma 5. The following are equivalent if A is simple.

(i ) TAik is nondegenerate.

(ii) latbi is a unit.

(iii) latbi^O.

Proof. (i)==>(ii). Let {a't},{bi} be dual bases with respect to T. Let bia'j

―Tihib'i (kith). For a fixed a),

{l-JKb'da'j^a'j-Zama'j)

i I

^a'j-Tikia'ib'i-

Thus

= T(aj)-XZii

= T(a'j)-T(aj)

=0.

This holds for all a). Therefore 2≪i^ = l. Now by the corollary of Lemma 1,

Y!ia'ib'i= l = J^aibic for some unit ceA This proves J^aibi is a unit.

(＼＼＼―Viii'iClear.
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(iii)=>(i). It always holds that </>(Tiaibi,aj)= T(a}) for all ;. Hence there ex-

ists j such that T(clj)^Q. If O^azA and T(aA)=0, then 0 = T{aA) = T(AaA) =

T(A) since A is simple. This is a contradiction. Therefore T is nondegenerate.

Finally we give an example as we mentioned in the introduction.

Example.

Let 6 and d>

Let char k=2 and A=M2(k). Let P=(1
S)

Then P'l = a
be bilinear forms such that $(eu, eki)=dudjk and <p(a,b)=<f>(a,bP-1)

for a, bzA, where en, en are matrix units in A. Then {en), {euP) are
(a b＼ , , , /a+d a +

with respect to <p. For xqA, ＼i x=＼ A then TleijxejjP=[ . a
＼c a) i,j ＼a+a u

fore there is no possibilityfor Z^etixejiP to become a central unit.

dual bases

d)
There-
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